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Abstract
In this paper the class of mixed renewal processes (MRPs for short) with
mixing parameter a random vector from [6] (enlarging Huang’s [3] original class)
is replaced by the strictly more comprising class of all extended MRPs by adding
a second mixing parameter. We prove under a mild assumption, that within
this larger class the basic problem, whether every Markov process is a mixed
Poisson process with a random variable as mixing parameter has a solution to
the positive. This implies the equivalence of Markov processes, mixed Poisson
processes, and processes with the multinomial property within this class. In
concrete examples we demonstrate how to establish the Markov property by our
results. Another consequence is the invariance of the Markov property under
certain changes of measures.
MSC 2010: Primary 60G55 ; secondary 60K05, 28A50, 60A10, 60G05, 60J27,
91B30.
Key Words: mixed renewal process, Markov property, mixed Poisson process,
disintegration.
Introduction
For a given probability space pΩ,Σ, P q according to Huang [3], Definition 3, a mixed
renewal process associated with tPryuryPrΥ and ν (written P -MRPptPryuryPrΥ , νq for short),
where tPryuryPrΥ is a family of probability measures on Σ and ν is a probability measure
on σptP‚pEq : E P Σuq, is a counting process N :“ tNtutPR` satisfying
P
´ rč
k“1
tWk ď wku
¯
“
ż rź
k“1
PryptWk ď wkuq νpdryq,
if tWnunPN is the interarrival process induced by N . In case pPryqWn “ Exp pαpryqq for
some positive measurable function α on R a P -MRPptPryuryPrΥ , νq will be called a mixed
Poisson process associated with tPryuryPrΥ and ν (written P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq for short).
Under the assumption
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p˚q For ν-almost all ry P rΥ the function Fry : R` ÞÝÑ r0, 1s defined by means of Fryptq :“
PryptWn ď tuq for all n P N is continuously differentiable on p0,8q with 0 ă
F 1ryptq ă C for each t ą 0, where C is a positive constant, and the function
α : rΥ ÞÝÑ p0,8q defined by means of αpryq :“ limtÑ0 F 1ryptq is measurable,
Huang ([3], Theorem 3) found as his basic result about a P -MRPptPryuryPrΥ , νq N , that
N has the Markov property if and only if is a P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq.
An alternative way to model MRPs on pΩ,Σ, P q within the class of counting processes
is to assume the existence of a random vector on the same probability space such
that conditioning on this random vector the counting process behaves like an ordinary
renewal process (see [6], Definition 3.2 or Definition 2.3 (b) of this paper).
A counting process N being a P -MRPptPryuryPrΥ , νq is always a MRP according to Defini-
tion 2.3 (b), while the inverse implication holds true only under additional assumptions
(see [6], Theorem 4.9).
A special case of a MRP with mixing parameter a random vector is a mixed Poisson
process (MPP for short) with mixing parameter a real-valued random variable (written
P -MPPpΘq for short) (cf. e.g. [8], page 87 for the definition). It seems that in general
there is no relation between a P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq and a P -MPPpΘq.
But under the mild assumption of the existence of a proper disintegration it can be
proven that each P -MPPpΘq is a P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq (see Proposition 2.2). The inverse
implication does not seem to be true without additional assumptions, as it is in general
not possible to find for a given P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq a real-valued random variable Θ
with PΘ “ ν. On the other hand, assuming there exists such a Θ it is in general not
possible to construct conditional probabilities Qry :“ Qp‚ | Θ “ ryq on Σ such that
Qry “ Pry for ν-a.a. ry P rΥ with rΥ “ RΘ, where RΘ stands for the range of Θ.
The above consideration raises the question whether Huang’s result can be carried over
to MRPs and MPPs with mixing parameter a random vector and a real-valued random
variable, respectively.
To this purpose, we prove in Section 2 that under a mild assumption a MRP with
mixing parameter a random vector is a Markov process if and only if it is a P -MPPpΘq
if and only if it has the multinomial property (see Proposition 2.7).
In Theorem 2.11, our main result, the above Proposition is generalized for the wider
class of extended MRPs (see Definition 2.3, (a)), being strictly more general than the
class of Definition 2.3, (b). Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.11 are proven under the
Assumption 2.6, which is essential for the validity of both results (see Remark 2.13
(a)).
The proofs of Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.7 rely on two earlier results of Ly-
beropoulos and Macheras, where it is proven that under the existence of an appro-
priate disintegration of P a MRP or a MPP with mixing parameter a random vector
or a random variable, respectively, can be reduced to an ordinary renewal or Poisson
process under the disintegrating measures, respectively (see [6], Proposition 3.8 and
[4], Proposition 4.4, respectively). Note that the existence of such a disintegration is
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guaranteed for a wide class of probability spaces used in applied Probability Theory
(see the remark following Definition 2.1).
As a consequence of Theorem 2.11, the invariance of the Markov property, as well as
that of the multinomial property, under the change of the measure P into disintegrating
measures is obtained, see Corollary 2.12.
In Section 3, a method for the construction of non-trivial probability spaces admitting
extended MRPs is given, providing concrete examples of probability spaces and ex-
tended MRPs satisfying the assumptions of the main result and allowing us to check
whether a extended MRP has the Markov property or not.
Further applications of our results, concerning the equivalence of the existing definitions
of MPPs, are given in the forthcoming paper [7].
1 Preliminaries
By N is denoted the set of all natural numbers and N0 :“ N Y t0u. The symbol R
stands for the set of all real numbers, while R :“ R Y t´8,`8u and Rd denotes the
Euclidean space of dimension d P N. Given a subset A of a set Ω we denote by Ac the
complement ΩzA of A and by χA the indicator function of A. For a map f : D ÞÝÑ E
we denote by Rf or by fpDq the set tfpxq : x P Du, and for a set A Ď D we denote
by f æ A the restriction of f to A, and by fpAq the set tfpxq : x P Au.
Given a probability space pΩ,Σ, P q a set N P Σ with P pNq “ 0 is called a P -null
set. For any two sets A,B P Σ we write A “P B if P pA△Bq “ 0. Given a measurable
space pΥ,Hq, for any two Σ-H-measurable maps X, Y : Ω ÞÝÑ Υ we write X “ Y
P -a.s. if tX ‰ Y u is a P -null set.
Given a topology T on Ω write BpΩq for its Borel σ-algebra on Ω, i.e. the σ-algebra
generated by T and B :“ BpRq, B :“ BpRq, Bd :“ BpR
dq and BN :“ BpR
Nq for
the Borel σ-algebra of subsets of R, R, Rd and RN under the corresponding Euclidean
topologies, respectively, while L1pP q stands for the family of all real-valued P -integrable
functions on Ω. Functions that are P -a.s. equal are not identified.
For the definitions of real-valued random variables, random variables and ran-
dom vectors we refer to Cohn [1], pages 308 and 318.
Given two probability spaces pΩ,Σ, P q and pΥ,H,Qq as well as a Σ-H-measurable map
X : Ω ÞÝÑ Υ we denote by σpXq :“ tX´1pBq : B P Hu the σ-algebra generated by
X , while σptXiuiPIq :“ σ
`Ť
iPI σpXiq
˘
stands for the σ-algebra generated by a family
tXiuiPI of Σ-H-measurable maps from Ω into Υ .
For any d-dimensional random vector X on Ω we apply the notation PX “ Kpθq in the
meaning that X is distributed according to the law Kpθq, where θ P Rd. In particular,
Ppθq and Exppθq, where θ is positive parameter, stand for the law of Poisson and
exponential distribution, respectively (cf. e.g. [8]).
We write ErX|F s for a conditional expectation of X given F (see [1], page 342 for the
definition). For X :“ χE P L
1pP q with E P Σ we set P pE | Fq :“ EP rχE | F s.
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Given a real-valued random variable X on Ω and a random vector Θ : Ω ÞÝÑ Rd, a
conditional distribution of X over Θ is a map PX|Θ from BˆΩ into r0, 1s such that
(cd1) for each ω P Ω the set-function PX|Θp‚, ωq is a probability measure on B;
(cd2) for each B P B we have
PX|ΘpB, ‚q “ P pΘ
´1pBq | σpΘqq P æ σpΘq-a.s.,
where PX|ΘpB, ‚q is σpΘq-measurable for any fixed B P B.
For simplicity we write k :“ PX|Θ and define the map KpΘq from BˆΩ into r0, 1s by
means of
KpΘqpB, ωq :“ pkpB, ‚q ˝Θqpωq @B P B @ω P Ω.
Then for θ “ Θpωq with ω P Ω the probability measures kp‚, θq are distributions on B
and so we may write Kpθqp‚q instead of kp‚, θq. Consequently, in this case KpΘq will
be written by KpΘq.
For any real-valued random variables X , Y on Ω we say that PX|Θ and PY |Θ are
P æ σpΘq-equivalent and we write PX|Θ “ PY |Θ P æ σpΘq-a.s., if there exists a P -null
set N P σpΘq such that for any ω R N and B P B the equality PX|ΘpB, ωq “ PY |ΘpB, ωq
holds true.
From now on pΩ,Σ, P q is a probability space, while pΥ,Hq :“ pR,Bq, pΞ,Zq :“
pRd,Bdq. Moreover, unless stated otherwise, Θ : Ω ÞÝÑ R
d is a random vector.
2 Characterizations via mixed Poisson processes
and the multinomial property
We first recall some additional background material, needed in this section.
A family N :“ tNtutPR` of random variables from pΩ,Σq into pR,Bq is called a count-
ing process if there exists a P -null set ΩN P Σ such that the process N restricted on
ΩzΩN takes values in N0Yt8u, has right-continuous paths, presents jumps of size (at
most) one, vanishes at t “ 0 and increases to infinity. Denote by T :“ tTnunPN0 and
W :“ tWnunPN the arrival process and interarrival process respectively (cf. e.g.
[8], Section 1.1, page 6 for the definition) associated with N .
Recall that a family tXiuiPI of real-valued random variables Xi on Ω
‚ is P -conditionally (stochastically) independent given Θ, if for each n P N
with n ě 2 we have
P p
nč
j“1
tXij ď xiju | σpΘqq “
nź
k“1
P ptXij ď xiju | σpΘqq P æ σpΘq ´ a.s.
whenever i1, . . . , in are distinct members of I and pxi1 , . . . , xinq P R
n;
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‚ is P -conditionally identically distributed given Θ, if
P
`
F XX´1i pBq
˘
“ P
`
F XX´1j pBq
˘
whenever i, j P I, F P σpΘq and B P B.
Definition 2.1 Let Q be a probability measure on Bd. A family tPθuθPRd of proba-
bility measures on Σ is called a disintegration of P over Q if
(d1) for each D P Σ the map θ ÞÝÑ PθpDq is Bd-measurable;
(d2)
ş
PθpDqQpdθq “ P pDq for each D P Σ.
If Θ is an inverse-measure-preserving function (i.e. PΘpBq “ QpBq for each B P Bd),
a disintegration tPθuθPRd of P over Q is called consistent with Θ if, for each B P Bd,
the equality PθpΘ
´1pBqq “ 1 holds for Q-almost every θ P B.
Remark. If Σ is countably generated (cf. e.g. [1], Section 3.4, page 102 for the
definition) and P is perfect (see [2], p. 291 for the definition), then there always exists
a disintegration tPθuθPRd of P over Q consistent with any inverse-measure-preserving
random vector Θ : Ω ÞÝÑ Rd (see [2], Theorems 6 and 3). So, in most cases appearing
in applications (e.g. Polish spaces) disintegrations as above always exist.
Throughout what follows, unless stated otherwise, N :“ tNtutPR` is a counting process,
T :“ tTnunPN0 is an arrival process, W :“ tWnunPN is its induced interarrival process
and without loss of generality we may and do assume that ΩN “ H. Moreover, we
simply write “conditionally” in the place of “conditionally given Θ” whenever Θ is
clear from the context.
A Poisson process N under P with parameter θ ą 0 is denoted by P -PPpθq.
The following result shows that under a mild assumption every P -MPP(Θ) is a P -
MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq. But as pointed out in the introduction the inverse implication is in
general not possible.
Proposition 2.2 Let sΘ be a real valued random variable such that N is a P -MPPp sΘq,
and suppose that tRsθusθPR is a disintegration of P over P sΘ consistent with sΘ. Then N
is a P -MPPptRsθusθPR, P sΘq.
Proof. For every r P N and for all w1, . . . , wr P p0,8q we get
P
ˆ rč
k“1
tWk ď wku
˙
“
ż
Ω
P
˜
rč
k“1
tWk ď wku | sΘ
¸
dP
“
ż
p0,8q
Rsθ
˜
rč
k“1
tWk ď wku
¸
P sΘpdsθq
“
ż
p0,8q
rź
k“1
p1´ e´
sθwkqP sΘpdsθq,
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where the second equality follows from [4], Lemma 3.5, and the third one follows from
[4], Proposition 4.4, together with [8], Theorem 2.3.4. l
It seems to be natural to generalize the notion of a MPPpΘq through the next definition
(a), just by adding to the structural parameter Θ another “mixing” parameter h. Then
the resulting extended MRPs also comprise the processes studied in [4].
Definitions 2.3 (a)A counting process N is called an extended MRP with mixing
parameters Θ and h, and interarrival time conditional distribution KphpΘqq
(written P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq for short), if h is a Rk-valued BpDq-Bk-measurable func-
tion on D P Bd with RΘ Ď D for k P N, if the induced interarrival process W is
P -conditionally independent and
@ n P N rPWn|Θ “ K phpΘqq P æ σpΘq ´ a.s.s.
Without loss of generality we may and do assume that
(1) @n P N rPWn|Θ “ K phpΘqqs.
(b) An extended MRP with mixing parameters Θ and idD is called a MRP with
mixing parameter Θ (written P -MRPpKpΘqq for short).
In particular, if there exists a θ0 P R
d with P ptΘ “ θ0uq “ 1, then N is a renewal
process with interarrival time distribution Kpθ0q (written P -RPpKpθ0qq for short).
Huang’s Definition 3 from [3] at that time did not involve a structural parameter Θ
and as a result it is strictly less general than that of a MRPpKpΘqq as witnessed by
Theorem 4.9 from [6].
If no confusion arises, we may write eMRPpKphpΘqqq, MRPpKpΘqq, RPpKpθ0qq,
MRPptPryu, νq, MPPpΘq, PPpθq and MPPptPryu, νq in the place of P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq,
P -MRPpKpΘqq, P -RPpKpθ0qq, P -MRPptPryuryPrΥ , νq, P -MPPpΘq, P -PPpθq and
P -MPPptPryuryPrΥ , νq respectively.
From now on, unless stated otherwise, tPθuθPD is a disintegration of P over PΘ con-
sistent with Θ, where D P Bd.
Before we formulate the basic result of this section we need the next auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 2.4 Let D P Bd with RΘ Ď D and let h : D ÞÝÑ R
k pk P Nq be a BpDq-Bk-
measurable function. Assume that there exists a PΘ-null set L0 P BpDq such that the
restriction h æ DzL0 is injective. Put rΘ :“ h ˝ Θ, g :“ ph æ DzL0q´1 : h pDzL0q ÞÝÑ
DzL0, and M :“ hpDzL0q. For any rθ P Rk and A P Σ define
Qrθ pAq :“
#
pP‚pAq ˝ gqprθq if rθ PM ;
P pAq if rθ P RkzM.
Then the following holds true:
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(i) the family
 
Qrθ(rθPRk is a disintegration of P over P rΘ consistent with rΘ;
(ii) for any n P N the equivalence
@ θ P DzL0 rpPθqWn “ K phpθqqs ðñ @
rθ PM r`Qrθ˘Wn “ Kprθqs
is fulfilled;
(iii) for every θ P DzL0 the process W is Pθ-independent if and only if for every rθ PM
it is Qrθ-independent.
Proof. First note that M P Bk (cf. e.g. [1] Theorem 8.3.7), the function g is BpMq-
BpDzL0q-measurable (cf. e.g. [1] Proposition 8.3.5), and P rΘpMq “ 1.
Ad (i): Clearly,
 
Qrθ(rθPRk is a family of probability measure on Σ satisfying condition
(d1). Condition (d2) follows by (d2) for tPθuθPD.
To show that
 
Qrθ(rθPRk is consistent with rΘ, let A P Σ and B P Bk be arbitrary.
Putting E :“ h´1 pBq we have
(2) B XM “P rΘ g´1pE X pDzL0qq.
Thus,
ż
B
QrθpAqP rΘpdrθq “ ż
BXM
QrθpAqP rΘpdrθq ` ż
BXpRkzMq
QrθpAqP rΘpdrθq
p2q
“
ż
g´1pEXpDzL0qq
QrθpAqP rΘpdrθq
“
ż
g´1pEXpDzL0qq
pP‚pAq ˝ gq prθqP rΘpdrθq
“
ż
EXpDzL0q
PθpAqPΘ pdθq “ P
`
AXΘ´1 pE X pDzL0qq
˘
“ P
´
AX p rΘq´1 pBq¯ ,
where the sixth equality follows by the consistency of tPθuθPD with Θ. This completes
the proof of (i).
Ad (ii): Let us fix on arbitrary n P N and A P Σ such that A :“ W´1n pBq for
B P B pp0,8qq. Assume that for all θ P DzL0 we have pPθqWn “ K phpθqq. Then for
any rθ P M we get θ :“ gprθq P DzL0, implying that`
Qrθ˘Wn pBq “ QrθpAq “ pP‚pAq ˝ gq prθq “ PgprθqpAq “ PθpAq
“ pPθqWn pBq “ K phpθqq pBq “ Kp
rθqpBq.
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For the inverse implication, assume that for any rθ P M we have QrθpAq “ Kprθq. Then
for any θ P DzL0 we get rθ :“ g´1pθq PM ; hence
pPθqWn pBq “ PθpAq “ PgprθqpAq “ pP‚pAq ˝ gq prθq “ QrθpAq
“
`
Qrθ˘Wn pBq “ KprθqpBq “ K phpθqq pBq.
Assertion (iii) follows in a similar way. l
Remark 2.5 The following result is well known (cf. e.g. [3], Theorem 2) but we write
it exactly in the form, that we need.
Let θ P Rd be fixed and let N be a RPpKpθqq. For any t P R` put Fθptq :“ P ptWn ď tuq
for all n P N. Assume that the function Fθ is continuously differentiable on p0,8q,
0 ă F 1θptq ă C for each t ą 0, where C is a positive constant, which may depend of θ,
and that pd pθq :“ limtÑ0 F
1
θptq is positive. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) N has the Markov property;
(ii) N is a PPppdpθqq.
It is well known that if N is a MPPpΘq then it satisfies the Markov property (cf. e.g.
[8], Theorem 4.2.3 and page 44 for the definition of the Markov property). However,
the trivial counting process N defined by means of Nt :“ rts for every t P R`, where
by rts is denoted the integer part of t, is a Markov RPpKpθ0qq but not any Poisson
process. This raises the question, under which conditions a Markov MRPpKpΘqq is a
MPPpΘq ?
Under the following mild assumption this question is answered to the positive in Propo-
sition 2.7.
Assumption 2.6 Let D P B with RΘ Ď D, h : D ÞÝÑ R be a BpDq-measurable
function, let N be a P -eMRPpKphpΘqqq and let tPθuθPD be a disintegration of P over
PΘ consistent with Θ. It follows by [6], Lemma 3.5 together with condition (1) that rd2
(3) @n P N @ θ P D rpPθqWn “ K phpθqqs.
For any θ P D and t P R` put
Fhpθqptq :“ PθptWn ď tuq for all n P N.
Clearly the function Fhpθq depends on the distribution of Wn and, because of condition
(3), on h. We say that N , h and tPθuθPD satisfy Assumption 2.6, if there exists a
PΘ-null set Lh :“ Lh,N,tPθuθPD in BpDq such that for any θ R Lh the function Fhpθq
is continuously differentiable on p0,8q, there exists a function C P L1pPhpΘqq with
0 ă F 1hpθqptq ă Cphpθqq for each t ą 0, and the function ph : DzLh ÞÝÑ R defined by
means of phpθq :“ ph,1pθq :“ limtÑ0 F
1
hpθqptq is positive and injective.
For the special caseD “ R and h :“ idR we write for simplicity L, Fθ and p1 in the place
of Lh, Fhpθq and ph respectively, and we say that N and tPθuθPR satisfy Assumption
2.6.
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Proposition 2.7 Consider the following statements.
(i) N has the multinomial property;
(ii) N has the Markov property;
(iii) N is a MPPp qΘq.
Then piiiq ñ piq ñ piiq. If N is a MRPpKpΘqq and tPθuθPRd is a disintegration of
P over PΘ consistent with Θ satisfying Assumption 2.6, put qΘpωq :“ ppd ˝ Θqpωq if
ω P Θ´1pLcq, and denote again by qΘ any measurable extension of qΘ from Θ´1pLcq to
Ω, then (i) to (iii) are all equivalent.
Proof. For the definition of the multinomial property cf. e.g. [9], page 2 or [8],
Lemma 2.3.1. The implication piq ùñ piiq follows by an easy computation, while the
implication piiiq ùñ piq is well known for any real-valued random variable on Ω in the
place of qΘ (cf. e.g. [8], Lemma 4.2.2).
Ad piiq ùñ piiiq: Let N be a MRPpKpΘqq having the Markov property, such that N
and tPθuθPRd satisfy Assumption 2.6, and let qΘ be as above.
(a) There exists a PΘ-null set L1 P Bd such that N is a Pθ-RPpKpθqq for all θ R L1.
In fact, since N is a MRPpKpΘqq we may apply [6], Proposition 3.8, to obtain (a).
(b) For every t ą 0 and n P N0 condition P ptNt “ nuq ą 0 holds true.
In fact, first notice that by applying [4], Lemma 3.5, for any n P N0 and any t ą 0 we
obtain
P ptNt “ nuq “ EPΘ rP‚ptNt “ nuqs .
Therefore, it is sufficient to show that for every t ą 0 and n P N0 condition PθptNt “
nuq ą 0 holds true for PΘ-a.a. θ P R
d. But this can be easily shown by induction on
n.
(c) For every s, t P p0,8q with s ă t condition
P ptNs “ Nt “ 1uq “ ´EPΘ
„ż s
0
G‚pt´ xqG
1
‚pxqdx

ą 0,
where Gθptq :“ 1´ Fθptq for any θ P R
d, holds true.
In fact, for every s, t P p0,8q with s ă t we obtain
P ptNs “ Nt “ 1uq “ P ptT1 ď s ă t ă T2uq
“ P ptW1 ď suq ´ P ptW1 ď s,W2 ď t ´W1uq
“
ż
RdXpLYL1qc
„ż s
0
fθpxqdx´
ż s
0
ż t´x
0
fθpyqfθpxqdydx

PΘpdθq
“ ´EPΘ
„ż s
0
G‚pt´ xqG
1
‚pxqdx

,
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where the third equality follows from [4], Lemma 3.5, and (a), and fθ :“ F
1
θ. Assume
now, if possible, that P ptNs “ Nt “ 1uq “ 0. Due to Assumption 2.6, the latter is
equivalent to the fact that for all θ R LYL1 and x P p0, ss condition Gθpt´xq “ 0 holds
true; hence fθpt´ xq “ 0 for every x P p0, ss, a contradiction according to Assumption
2.6.
Note that, due to (b) and (c) all conditional probabilities considered in the next three
steps are well defined.
The proofs of the following steps (d), (e) and (g) consist of some modifications of the
corresponding arguments of Huang in the proof of Theorem 3 from [3]. We include the
detailed proofs for the sake of completeness.
(d) For any 0 ă t, v condition
(4)
EPΘ r´G‚pt` vqpdp‚qs
EPΘ rG‚pvqG
1
‚ptqs
“
EPΘ r´G‚ptqpdp‚qs
EPΘ rG
1
‚ptqs
“ 1,
holds true.
In fact, for any 0 ă u ă t and v ą 0 applying the Markov property we have
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ Nt`v “ 1uq “ P ptNt`v “ 1u|tNt “ 1uqP ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1uq
ðñ
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ Nt`v “ 1uq
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1uq
“ P ptNt`v “ 1u|tNt “ 1uq
ðñ
P ptNt´u “ Nt`v “ 1uq
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1uq
“
A1pt, vq
B1ptq
where A1pt, vq :“ P ptNt “ Nt`v “ 1uq and B1ptq :“ P ptNt “ 1uq. Then, by (c) we
obtain that
P ptNt´u “ Nt`v “ 1uq “ ´EPΘ
„ż t´u
0
G‚pt` v ´ xqG
1
‚pxqdx

and
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1uq “ ´EPΘ
„ż t´u
0
G‚pt´ xqG
1
‚pxqdx

.
Thus,
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
G‚pt ` v ´ xqG
1
‚pxqdx
ı
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
G‚pt´ xqG1‚pxqdx
ı “ A1pt, vq
B1ptq
.
It is obvious that the right side of the last equation is independent of u. Therefore its
derivative with respect to u must be equal to zero; hence, equating the derivative of
the left side with zero and applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem we have
EPΘ
” şt´u
0
G‚pt` v ´ xqG
1
‚pxqdx
ı
EPΘ
” şt´u
0
G‚pt ´ xqG1‚pxqdx
ı “ EPΘ
”
G‚pu` vqG
1
‚pt´ uq
ı
EPΘ
”
G‚puqG1‚pt´ uq
ı .
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Since the left side of the last equality is independent of u the same must hold for
the right one. Thus, letting on the right side u Ñ 0 and u Ñ t by the Dominated
Convergence Theorem we obtain
(5)
EPΘ
”
´G‚pt` vqpdp‚q
ı
EPΘ
”
G‚pvqG1‚ptq
ı “ EPΘ
”
´G‚ptqpdp‚q
ı
EPΘ
”
G1‚ptq
ı .
Moreover, since the right side of the (5) is independent of v its derivative with respect
to v must be equal to zero. Thus, equating the derivative of the left side with zero and
applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem we have
EPΘ r´G‚pt ` vqpdp‚qs
EPΘ rG‚pvqG
1
‚ptqs
“
EPΘ r´G
1
‚pt` vqpdp‚qs
EPΘ rG
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqs
.
Thus, for v Ñ 0 and by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain that
EPΘ r´G‚ptqpdp‚qs
EPΘ rG
1
‚ptqs
“
EPΘ r´G
1
‚ptqpdp‚qs
EPΘ r´pdp‚qG
1
‚ptqs
“ 1;
implying together with condition (5) that
EPΘ
”
´G‚pt` vqpdp‚q
ı
EPΘ
”
G‚pvqG1‚ptq
ı “ EPΘ
”
´G‚ptqpdp‚q
ı
EPΘ
”
G1‚ptq
ı “ 1.
(e) For any 0 ă t, v condition
(6) EPΘ
“
G‚pt` vq ppdp‚qq
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G‚pvqG
1
‚ptqpdp‚qs
holds true.
In fact, for any 0 ă u ă t, v ą 0 and w ą 0 applying the Markov property we have
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1, Nt`v “ Nt`v`w “ 2uq
“ P ptNt`v`w “ 2u|tNt`v “ 2uqP ptNt`v “ 2u|tNt “ 1uqP ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1uq
or equivalently
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1, Nt`v “ Nt`v`w “ 2qu
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1qu
“
A2pt, v, wq
B2pt, vq
,
where A2pt, v, wq “ P ptNt`v`w “ 2, Nt`v “ 2uq ¨ P ptNt`v “ 2, Nt “ 1uq and B2pt, vq “
P ptNt`v “ 2uq ¨ P ptNt “ 1uq.
Moreover working as in the proof of (c) we get
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1, Nt`v “ Nt`v`w “ 2uq
“ EPΘ
„ż t´u
0
ż t`v´x
t´x
G‚pt` v ` w ´ x´ yqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚pxqdydx

,
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implying together with (c) that
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
şt`v´x
t´x
G‚pt` v ` w ´ x´ yqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚pxqdydx
ı
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
G‚pt´ xqG1‚pxqdx
ı “ ´A2pt, v, wq
B2pt, vq
.
It is obvious that the right side of the last equation is independent of u. Therefore its
derivative with respect to u must be equal to zero. Furthermore, equating the left’s
side derivative with zero and applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem we have
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
şt`v´x
t´x
G‚pt` v ` w ´ x´ yqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚pxqdydx
ı
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
G‚pt ´ xqG1‚pxqdx
ı
“
EPΘ
”şu`v
u
G‚pu` v ` w ´ yqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚pt´ uqdy
ı
EPΘ rG‚puqG
1
‚pt ´ uqs
.
Since the left side of the above equality is independent of u the same must hold for
the right one; hence, taking on the right side u Ñ 0 and u Ñ t by the Dominated
Convergence Theorem we obtain
EPΘ
”
´
şt`v
t
G‚pt` v ` w ´ yqG
1
‚pyqpdp‚qdy
ı
EPΘ
“şv
0
G‚pv ` w ´ yqG1‚pyqG
1
‚ptqdy
‰ “ EPΘ r´G‚ptqpdp‚qs
EPΘ rG
1
‚ptqs
“ 1,
where the last equality can be rewritten in the following form
EPΘ
„
´
ż t`v
t
G‚pt` v ` w ´ yqG
1
‚pyqpdp‚qdy

“ EPΘ
„ż v
0
G‚pv ` w ´ yqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚ptqdy

due to (d). If we take the derivative with respect to v and we apply the Dominated
Convergence Theorem in the above equality we obtain that
EPΘ r´G‚pwqG
1
‚pt` vqpdp‚qs “ EPΘ rG‚pwqG
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqs .
Derivating now with respect to w and applying once again the Dominated Convergence
Theorem we get that
EPΘ r´G
1
‚pwqG
1
‚pt` vqpdp‚qs “ EPΘ rG
1
‚pwqG
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqs .
By letting now w Ñ 0 and by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain that
EPΘ
“
G1‚pt` vq ppdp‚qq
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqpdp‚qs .
Finally, integration with respect to v yields
EPΘ
“
G‚pt` vq ppdp‚qq
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G‚pvqG
1
‚ptqpdp‚qs .
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(f) For any 0 ă t, v condition
(7) EPΘ
“
G‚ptqG‚pvq ppdp‚qq
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G‚pvqG
1
‚ptqpdp‚qs
holds true.
In fact, for any 0 ă u ă t, v ą 0 and w ą 0 by the Markov property we have
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1, Nt`v “ 2, Nt`v`w “ 3uq
“ P ptNt`v`w “ 3u|tNt`v “ 2uqP ptNt`v “ 2u|tNt “ 1uqP ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1uq,
or equivalently
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1, Nt`v “ 2, Nt`v`w “ 3uq
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1uq
“
A3pt, v, wq
B3pt, vq
,
where A3pt, v, wq “ P ptNt`v`w “ 3, Nt`v “ 2uq ¨ P ptNt`v “ 2, Nt “ 1uq and B3pt, vq “
P ptNt`v “ 2uq ¨ P ptNt “ 1uq.
Moreover, applying Lemma 3.5, of [4] and (a) after some manipulation as in the proof
of (c) we obtain
P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1, Nt`v “ 2, Nt`v`w “ 3uq
“ EPΘ
” ż t´u
0
ż t`v´x
t´x
ż t`v`w´x´y
t`v´x´y
G‚pt` v ` w ´ x´ y ´ zqf‚pzqf‚pyqf‚pxqdzdydx
ı
.
The latter together with (c) yields
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
şt`v´x
t´x
şt`v`w´x´y
t`v´x´y
G‚pt` v ` w ´ x´ y ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚pxqdzdydx
ı
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
G‚pt ´ xqG1‚pxqdx
ı
“
A3pt, v, wq
B3pt, vq
.
It is obvious that the right side of the last equation is independent of u. Therefore its
derivative with respect to u must be equal to zero; hence, equating the derivative of
the left side with zero and applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem we have
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
şt`v´x
t´x
şt`v`w´x´y
t`v´x´y
G‚pt` v ` w ´ x´ y ´ zqf‚pzqf‚pyqf‚pxqdzdydx
ı
EPΘ
”şt´u
0
G‚pt´ xqG1‚pxqdx
ı
“
EPΘ
”şu`v
u
şu`v`w´y
u`v´y
G‚pu` v ` w ´ y ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚pt ´ uqdzdy
ı
EPΘ rG‚puqG
1
‚pt´ uqs
.
Since the left side of the last equality is independent of u the same must hold for the
right one. Consequently, taking on the right side uÑ 0 and u Ñ t by the Dominated
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Convergence Theorem we obtain
EPΘ
”
´
şt`v
t
şt`v`w´y
t`v´y
G‚pt` v ` w ´ y ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pyqpdp‚qdzdy
ı
EPΘ
”şv
0
şv`w´y
v´y
G‚pv ` w ´ y ´ zqG1‚pzqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚ptqdzdy
ı “ EPΘ r´G‚ptqpdp‚qs
EPΘ rG
1
‚ptqs
Due to condition (4), the last equality can be rewritten in the following form
EPΘ
„ż v
0
ż v`w´y
v´y
G‚pv ` w ´ y ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pyqG
1
‚ptqdzdy

“ EPΘ
„
´
ż t`v
t
ż t`v`w´y
t`v´y
G‚pt` v ` w ´ y ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pyqpdp‚qdzdy

.
If we take the derivative with respect to v and we apply the Dominated Convergence
Theorem in the above equality we obtain that
EPΘ
„ż w
0
G‚pw ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqdz

“ EPΘ
„
´
ż w
0
G‚pw ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pt ` vqpdp‚qdz

,
or equivalently if we put s :“ w ´ z in the first integral we obtain
EPΘ
„ż w
0
G‚psqG
1
‚pw ´ sqG
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqds

“ EPΘ
„
´
ż w
0
G‚pw ´ zqG
1
‚pzqG
1
‚pt ` vqpdp‚qdz

.
Derivating now with respect to w and applying once again the Dominated Convergence
Theorem we get that
EPΘ r´G‚pwqpdp‚qG
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqs “ EPΘ r´G
1
‚pwqpdp‚qG
1
‚pt ` vqs .
Integration with respect to t yields
EPΘ r´G‚ptqG‚pwqpdp‚qG
1
‚pvqs “ EPΘ r´G‚pt` vqG
1
‚pwqpdp‚qs .
For v Ñ 0 by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we get
EPΘ
“
G‚ptqG‚pwq ppdp‚qq
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G‚ptqG
1
‚pwqpdp‚qs .
Take now v Ñ t, the by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we get that
EPΘ
“
G‚pvqG‚pwq ppdp‚qq
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G‚pvqG
1
‚pwqpdp‚qs .
Finally by letting w Ñ t and by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain
EPΘ
“
G‚ptqG‚pvq ppdp‚qq
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G‚pvqG
1
‚ptqpdp‚qs .
(g) For every t ą 0 condition
(8) EPΘ
”`
G1‚ptq ` pdp‚qG‚ptq
˘2ı
“ 0
holds true.
In fact, let us fix on arbitrary t ą 0. Applying (6) and (7) for v Ñ t we get
EPΘ
”`
G1‚ptq ` pdp‚qG‚ptq
˘2ı
“ EPΘ
“
G12‚ ptq ´G
2
‚ptqpdp‚q
2 ´G‚p2tqpdp‚q
2 ` pdp‚q
2G2‚ptq
‰
;
hence
(9) EPΘ
”`
G1‚ptq ` pdp‚qG‚ptq
˘2ı
“ EPΘ
“
G12‚ ptq ´G‚p2tqpdp‚q
2
‰
.
Derivating (4) with respect to v and applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem
we get
EPΘ r´G
1
‚pt` vqpdp‚qs “ EPΘ rG
1
‚pvqG
1
‚ptqs ;
hence by letting v Ñ t we obtain
EPΘ r´G
1
‚p2tqpdp‚qs “ EPΘ
“
G12‚ ptq
‰
,
implying that equation (9) can be rewritten as
(10) EPΘ
”`
G1‚ptq ` pdp‚qG‚ptq
˘2ı
“ EPΘ
“
´G1‚p2tqpdp‚q ´G‚p2tqpdp‚q
2
‰
.
Taking now v Ñ 0 in equation (6) we obtain that
EPΘ
“
G‚ptqpdp‚q
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G
1
‚ptqpdp‚qs ;
hence substituting t by 2t we get that
(11) EPΘ
“
G‚p2tqpdp‚q
2
‰
“ EPΘ r´G
1
‚p2tqpdp‚qs .
Thus, by equations (10) and (11) it follows that
EPΘ
”`
G1‚ptq ` pdp‚qG‚ptq
˘2ı
“ 0 for any t ą 0.
(h) There exists a PΘ-null set L2 P Bd, containing L, such that for any θ R L2 the
process W is Pθ-exponentially distributed with parameter pd pθq.
In fact, step (g) yields that for any s P Q`zt0u there exists a PΘ-null set Ms P Bd,
containing L, such that for any θ RMs condition
(12) G1θpsq ` pdpθqGθpsq “ 0
15
holds true. Put L2 :“
Ť
sPQ`zt0u
Ms and let t ą 0 and θ R L2 be arbitrary. There exists
a sequence tsnunPN in Q`zt0u such that t “ limnÑ8 sn. Applying (12) we get G
1
θpsnq “
´pdpθqGθpsnq, implying together with Assumption 2.6 that G
1
θptq “ limnÑ8G
1
θpsnq “
´pdpθqGθptq; hence Gθptq “ e
´pdpθqt, or pPθqWn “ Exp ppdpθqq for all n P N.
(i) Put L˚ :“ L1 Y L2 and denote again by pd the restriction of pd to L
c
˚. Define
M˚ :“ pdpL˚q and r :“ p
´1
d : pd pL
c
˚q ÞÝÑ L
c
˚, as well as the family tQqθuqθPR as in Lemma
2.4 (for k “ 1, and pd, r and L˚ in place of h, g and L0, respectively). Then the family
tQqθuqθPR is a disintegration of P over P qΘ consistent with qΘ, and for any qθ R M˚ the
process W is Qqθ-independent and pQqθqWn “ Exppqθq for any n P N.
In fact, by Lemma 2.4 the family tQqθuqθPR is a disintegration of P over P qΘ consistent
with qΘ and for any qθ R M˚ taking into account (a) and (h) we get that W is Qqθ-
independent and pQqθqWn “ Exppqθq for any n P N.
(j) N is a MPPp qΘq.
In fact, by (i) we obtain that for any qθ R M˚ the counting process N is Qqθ-PPpqθq (cf.
e.g [8], Theorem 2.3.4). Thus, applying [4], Proposition 4.4, we deduce that N is a
MPPp qΘq. l
Remarks 2.8 (a) Assumption 2.6 is a modification of Huang’s Assumption p˚q since
there it is assumed the stronger condition 0 ă F 1θptq ă C for any t ą 0 and θ R L, where
C is a positive constant, in the place of 0 ă F 1θptq ă Cphpθqq for any t ą 0 and θ R L
for C P L1pPhpΘqq in Assumption 2.6. In addition in Assumption 2.6 it is assumed that
ph is measurable and almost everywhere positive and injective function, while Huang
assumes that ph is a measurable and positive function.
We do not know if our assumption about the injectivity of ph is essential. We need
the injectivity assumption for the proofs of Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.11. These
rely on Lemma 2.4 and it would be interesting for us to know whether the injectivity
assumption of ph in Lemma 2.4 is essential.
(b) Our proof of step (f) of Proposition 2.7 differs from that of Huang’s [3] proof for
condition (16) of Theorem 3, since we found it impossible to actually carry through
the suggestions given by Huang for this step.
In fact, starting from the probability P ptNt´u “ Nt “ 1, Nt`v “ Nt`v`w “ 2uq, as
suggested by Huang, we could prove only condition (15) instead of condition (16) of
Huang [3] as it is shown in step (e) of the proof of Proposition 2.7.
(c) The arguments used in the proof of the implication piiq ùñ piiiq of Proposition 2.7
are totally different from those used in the proof of [9], Theorem 4.2, since we do not
use the Bernstein-Widder Theorem.
(d) Huang’s Theorem 3 in [3] remains true under the weaker assumption 0 ă F 1ryptq ă
Cphpryqq for any t ą 0 and ν-a.a. ry P rΥ , where C P L1pνq, in the place of 0 ă F 1rΥ ptq ă C
for any t ą 0 and ν-a.a. ry P rΥ , where C is a positive constant of Huang’s assumption
p˚q.
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The following result extends Lemma 3.5 from [6].
Lemma 2.9 Let D P Bd with RΘ Ď D, let h : D ÞÝÑ R
k be a BpDq-Bk-measurable
function, and let tXnunPN be a sequence of real-valued random variables. Then the
following are equivalent
(i) D L3 P σ pΘq0 @ n P N rPXn|Θ æ Bˆ L
c
3
“ Kn phpΘqq æ Bˆ L
c
3
s;
(ii) D rL3 P BpDq0 @ n P N @ θ P DzrL3 rpPθqXn “ Kn phpθqqs,
where σ pΘq
0
:“ tM P σ pΘq : P pMq “ 0u and BpDq0 :“ tĂM P BpDq : PΘpĂMq “ 0u.
Proof. Ad (i)ùñ(ii): Assume that there exists a set L3 P σ pΘq0 such that for every
n P N condition
PXn|Θ æ Bˆ L
c
3 “ Kn phpΘqq æ Bˆ L
c
3
holds true. Then for any fixed n P N, F P Bk and B P B we obtainż
Θ´1pF q
PXn|ΘpB, ‚qdP “
ż
Θ´1pF q
Kn phpΘqq pB, ‚qdP ;
hence taking into account [4], Lemma 3.5, we getż
F
pPθqXn pBqPΘpdθq “
ż
F
KnphpθqqpBqPΘpdθq
Consequently, there exists a set rLn,B P BpDq0 such that
(13) pPθqXn pBq “ KnphpθqqpBq for any θ P Dz
rLn,B.
Put rL3 :“ ŤnPNŤBPGB rLn,B, where GB is a countable generator of B being closed
under finite intersections, and denote by D the class of all B P B such that condition
(13) is satisfied for every θ P DzrL3 and n P N. It can be easily seen that GB Ď D and
that D is a Dynkin class, implying that D “ B. Thus assertion (ii) follows.
Applying a similar reasoning we obtain the converse implication. l
The following result shows how to reduce a eMRPpKphpΘqqq to a MRPpKp rΘqq under
the change of the mixing parameter.
Lemma 2.10 Let h and rΘ be as in Lemma 2.4. Suppose that N is a eMRPpKphpΘqqq
on pΩ,Σ, P q. Then N is a MRPpKp rΘqq.
Proof. Let tPθuθPD, g and tQrθurθPRk be as in Lemma 2.4. According to Lemma 2.9,
there exists a PΘ-null set rL3 P BpDq such that pPθqWn “ K phpθqq for all θ P DzrL3.
We may and do assume that rL3 contains the PΘ-null set L0 of Lemma 2.4. Applying
now Lemma 2.4, we obtain that tQrθurθPRk is a disintegration of P over P rΘ consistent
with rΘ, and for all rθ P hpDzrL3q the process W is Qrθ-independent and `Qrθ˘Wn “ Kprθq
for every n P N. But the latter together with [6] Proposition 3.8 yields the conclusion
of the lemma. l
The next result extends Proposition 2.7.
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Theorem 2.11 Let h, L0 be as in Lemma 2.4, let N be an eMRPpKphpΘqqq on
pΩ,Σ, P q satisfying together with tPθuθPD Assumption 2.6. Put Oh :“ L0 Y Lh andpΘpωq “ pph˝Θqpωq if ω P Θ´1pDzOhq, and denote again by pΘ any measurable extension
of pΘ from Θ´1pDzOhq to Ω. Then the following are all equivalent:
(i) N has the multinomial property;
(ii) N has the Markov property;
(iii) N is a MPPp pΘq.
Proof. Let rΘ and tQrθurθPRk be as in Lemma 2.4. It then follows by Lemma 2.10 that
the process N is a MRPpKp rΘqq. For any rθ P Rk and t P R` put Frθptq :“ QrθptWn ď tuq
for all n P N.
(a) Put Vh :“ hpDzOhq. Then P rΘpVhq “ 1 and for any rθ P Vh the function Frθ is
continuously differentiable on p0,8q and 0 ă F 1rθptq ă Cprθq for each t ą 0.
In fact, according to Assumption 2.6 there exists a PΘ-null set Lh P BpDq such that
for each θ P DzLh the function Fhpθq is continuously differentiable on p0,8q and 0 ă
F 1hpθqptq ă Cphpθqq, implying that the same holds true for each θ P DzOh. By Lemma
2.4 for any rθ P Vh condition `Qrθ˘Wn “ Kprθq holds true for any n P N. Then for anyrθ P Vh there exists exactly one θ P DzOh such that rθ “ hpθq and
(14) Frθptq “ Kprθq pp´8, tsq “ K phpθqq pp´8, tsq “ Fhpθqptq
for any t P R`, implying that (a) holds true.
(b) The function pk : Vh ÞÝÑ R defined by pkprθq :“ limtÑ0 F 1rθptq for any rθ P Vh is
positive and injective.
In fact, since N , h and tPθuθPD satisfy Assumption 2.6, taking into account condition
(14) we get that pkprθq “ limtÑ0 F 1hpθqptq “ phpθq ą 0.
Clearly, pΘpωq “ pph ˝ Θqpωq “ ppk ˝ h ˝ Θqpωq “ ppk ˝ rΘqpωq for any ω P Θ´1pDzOhq,
and due to (a) and (b) we deduce that N and tQrθurθPRk satisfy Assumption 2.6; hence
by Proposition 2.7 for rΘ and pk in the place of Θ and pd, respectively, we get the thesis
of the theorem. l
The following result may be of independent interest, since it ensures the permanence
of the Markov and the multinomial property with respect to P to that with respect to
the disintegrating measures Qpθ.
Corollary 2.12 Let tPθuθPD, h, N , Fhpθq, ph and pΘ be as in Theorem 2.11. Fix on an
arbitrary A P Σ and for any pθ P R put
Qpθ pAq :“
#
pP‚pAq ˝ p
´1
h qp
pθq if pθ P phpDzOhq;
P pAq otherwise.
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Then tQpθupθPR is a disintegration of P over P pΘ consistent with pΘ and the following are
all equivalent:
(i) N has the P -Markov property;
(ii) N has the Qpθ-Markov property for P pΘ-a.a. pθ P R;
(iii) N has the Qpθ-multinomial property for P pΘ-a.a. pθ P R.
Proof. First note that by Lemma 2.4 the family tQpθupθPR is a disintegration of P over
P pΘ consistent with pΘ.
Ad piq ùñ piiq: Assume that assertion piq holds true. Since N is a eMRPpKphpΘqqq,
it follows by Theorem 2.11 that N is a MPP( pΘ). Then according to [4], Proposition
4.4, N is a Qpθ-PPppθq for P pΘ-a.a. pθ P R and thus it has the Qpθ-Markov property.
Ad piiq ùñ piq: Assume that assertion piiq holds true. Since N is a eMRPpKphpΘqqq,
it follows by Lemma 2.10 that N is a MRPpKp rΘqq. Fix on an arbitrary A P Σ and put
Qrθ pAq :“
#
pP‚pAq ˝ h
´1qprθq if rθ P Vh
P pAq otherwise,
where rθ :“ hpθq. By Lemma 2.4 the family tQrθurθPR is a disintegration of P over P rΘ
consistent with rΘ. Applying now [6], Proposition 3.8, we obtain that there exists a
P rΘ-null set U P Bk such that for any rθ R U the process N is a Qrθ-RPpKprθqq. For anypθ P R put
Rpθ pAq “
#
QrθpAq if pθ :“ pkprθq P Uh,k :“ pkpVh Y U cq
P pAq otherwise.
Again by Lemma 2.4 the family tRpθupθPR is a disintegration of P over P pΘ consistent
with pΘ, and for any pθ “ pkprθq P Uh,k the process W is Rpθ-independent and Kppθq “
pRpθqWn “ pQrθqWn “ Kprθq. As a consequence we get that for any pθ P Uh,k the process
N is a Rpθ-RPpKppθqq. But since phpDzOhq is contained in Uh,k, we get RpθpAq “ QpθpAq
for any pθ P phpDzOhq. Thus, taking into account [4], Proposition 4.4, we get that N is
a MPPp pΘq; hence N has the P -Markov property (cf. e.g. [8] Theorem 4.2.3).
Ad piiq ùñ piiiq: Assume that (ii) holds true. Since (i)ðñ(ii), it follows from The-
orem 2.11, that (i) is equivalent to the fact that N is a MPPp pΘq. Applying now [4],
Proposition 4.4, we obtain that N is a Qpθ-PPppθq for P pΘ-a.a. pθ P R. But the latter
implies (iii).
The implication piiiq ùñ piiq follows by an easy computation. l
Remarks 2.13 (a) Assumption 2.6, more precisely its part concerning the differentia-
bility of the distribution functions of Wn with respect to Pθ, is essential for the validity
of Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.11.
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In fact, consider the trivial counting process N defined by means of Nt :“ rts for every
t P R`. It can be easily proven that for given θ0 ą 0 the process N is a Markov
RPpKpθ0qq with
Kpθ0qpp´8, tsq :“
#
0 if t ă 1;
1 if t ě 1,
but not a Poisson process.
For any θ P R define the set-function Pθ : Σ ÞÝÑ r0, 1s by means of PθpAq :“ P pAq for
any A P Σ. It then can easily be seen that the family tPθuθPR is a disintegration of
P over PΘ consistent with any random variable Θ such that PΘptθ0uq “ 1, and that
tPθuθPR and N do not satisfy Assumption 2.6.
(b) A characterization of MPPs with mixing distribution U (cf. e.g. [9], page 9 for
the definition) in terms of the multinomial property has been obtained without any
additional assumption by Schmidt and Zocher [9], Theorem 4.2. But it seems that
such a characterization cannot be carried over to MPPpΘq without any additional
assumption, since in general it is not possible given a distribution U to find a real-
valued random variable Θ on Ω with PΘ “ U , and a disintegration of P over U
consistent with Θ (compare Zocher [11], page 115). However, such an equivalence
becomes possible under the essential assumptions of Proposition 2.7 and Theorem
2.11. Thus, (b) together with (a) raises the following
Question 2.14 Is the assumption of Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.11 concerning the
existence of a disintegration of P over PΘ consistent with Θ necessary for the validity
of their conclusions ?
3 Examples
By pΩ ˆ Υ,Σ bH,P b Qq we denote the product probability space of pΩ,Σ, P q and
pΥ,H,Qq, and by piΩ and piΥ the canonical projections from Ω ˆ Υ onto Ω and Υ ,
respectively.
Throughout what follows, we put Υ :“ p0,8q, H :“ BpΥ q, Ω :“ ΥN ˆ G for G P Bd,
Σ :“ BpΩq “ BpΥNq bBpGq for simplicity.
First, we describe a method for the construction of non-trivial probability spaces ad-
mitting extended MRPs with mixing parameters Θ and h, generalizing in this way
Example 5.5 from [6].
Example 3.1 Let µ be an arbitrary probability measure on BpGq and let Qnpθq be
probability measures on BpΥ q for all n P N and for any fixed θ P G, which is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure λ on B. Suppose that there exists a
measurable map h : G ÞÝÑ Rk such that Qnpθq “ K phpθqq for any n P N, where for any
B P BpΥ q the function K php‚qq pBq : G ÞÝÑ R is BpGq-measurable andK phpθqq pΥ q “
1. It then follows that there exists a unique probability measure rPθ :“ bnPNQnpθq on
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BpΥNq. Put P pEq :“
ş rPθpEθqµpdθq, for each E P Σ, where Eθ is the θ-section of E,
and Pθ :“ rPθ b δθ for any θ P G, where δθ is the Dirac measure at θ. Then P is a
probability measure on Σ and t rPθuθPG is a product regular conditional probability on
BpΥNq (see [10], Definition 1.1 for the definition and its properties); hence according
to [5] , Proposition 2.5, tPθuθPG is a disintegration of P over µ consistent with piG
(compare [6], Example 5.5).
Clearly, putting Θ :“ piG we get PΘ “ µ. Set Wn :“ pin, where pin is the canonical
projection from Ω onto Υ , for any n P N and W :“ tWnunPN. It follows that W
is Pθ-independent for any θ P G, implying together with [4], Lemma 4.1, that W is
P -conditionally independent. Moreover, we have pPθqWn “ Qnpθq “ Kphpθqq for all
n P N and θ P G, implying together with Lemma 2.9 that for each n P N the equality
PWn|Θ “ K phpΘqq holds P æ σpΘq-a.s. true. Put Tn :“
řn
k“1Wk for any n P N0
and T :“ tTnunPN0 , and let N :“ tNtutPR` be the counting process induced by T by
means of Nt :“
ř8
n“1 χtTnďtu for all t P R` (cf. e.g [8], Theorem 2.1.1). Consequently,
according to Definition 2.3 (a) the counting process N is a eMRPpKphpΘqqq.
In the next examples it is shown that there exist non-trivial probability spaces satisfying
all assumptions of Theorem 2.11, which allow us to check whether a eMRPpKphpΘqqq
is a Markov process or has the multinomial property.
Examples 3.2 (a) Let G :“ Υ Ď Rd for d=1, let µ :“ Gapα, βq, with α, β ą 0,
be a probability measure on BpΥ q and let h : Υ ÞÝÑ R be a function defined by
means of hpθq :“ aθ ` b for any θ ą 0, where a ą 0 and b ě 0 are constants. Fix
on arbitrary θ P Υ and define the probability measures Qnpθq on BpΥ q by means of
Qnpθq :“ Exp phpθqq for all n P N. It then follows by Example 3.1, that there exist
a map Θ :“ piΥ , a probability measure P , a disintegration tPθuθPΥ of P over PΘ “ µ
consistent with Θ, and a counting process N being a eMRPpKphpΘqqq such that its
induced interarrival process W satisfy condition pPθqWn “ Qnpθq for all n P N.
Define the map C P L1pPhpΘqq by Cphpθqq :“ hpθq for any θ P Υ , and for any fixed θ P Υ
define the density fhpθq :“ F
1
hpθq by fhpθqptq :“ hpθq¨e
´hpθqt for any t ą 0. Clearly, for any
fixed θ P Υ , the density fhpθq is dominated by Cphpθqq, and the function ph : Υ ÞÝÑ R
defined by means of phpθq :“ limtÑ0 fhpθqptq “ hpθq for any θ P Υ , is positive and
injective; hence tPθuθPΥ , N and h satisfy all assumptions of Theorem 2.11.
Let pΘ :“ ph ˝ Θ and put QpθpEq :“ `P‚pEq ˝ p´1h ˘ ppθq for any pθ ą b and E P Σ. Since
ph “ h, we get pΘ “ rΘ and Qpθ “ Qrθ for any pθ “ phpθq “ hpθq “ rθ, θ P Υ .
By Lemma 2.4 follows that tQpθupθąb is a disintegration of P over P pΘ consistent with pΘ,
condition
`
Qpθ˘Wn “ Expppθq holds true for any n P N and pθ ą b, and the process W
is Qpθ-independent. But the latter implies that N is Qpθ-PPppθq for any pθ ą b (cf. e.g.
[8], Theorem 2.3.4). Thus, according to [4], Proposition 4.4, we deduce that N is a
MPPp pΘq implying together with Theorem 2.11 that N satisfies each of the equivalent
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.11.
(b) Let G and µ be as in (a) and let h : Υ ÞÝÑ R be a function defined by means of
hpθq :“ 1
θ
for any θ P Υ . Fix on an arbitrary θ P Υ and take Qnpθq :“ Par phpθq, 1q for
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all n P N, i.e.
QnpθqpBq :“
ż
B
θ ¨
ˆ
1{θ
1{θ ` t
˙2
¨ χp0,8qptqλpdtq for any B P BpΥ q.
It then follows by Example 3.1, that there exist a map Θ :“ piΥ , a probability measure
P , a disintegration tPθuθPΥ of P over PΘ “ µ consistent with Θ, and a counting
process N being a eMRPpKphpΘqqq such that its induced interarrival processW satisfy
condition pPθqWn “ Qnpθq for all n P N.
Define the map C P L1pPhpΘqq by Cphpθqq :“ θ for any θ P Υ , and for any fixed θ P Υ
define the density fhpθq :“ F
1
hpθq by fhpθqptq :“ θ ¨
´
1{θ
1{θ`t
¯2
for any t ą 0. Clearly, for any
fixed θ P Υ , the density fhpθq is dominated by Cphpθqq, and the function ph : Υ ÞÝÑ R
defined by means of phpθq :“ limtÑ0 fhpθqptq “ θ for any θ P Υ , is positive and injective;
hence tPθuθPΥ , N and h satisfy all assumptions of Theorem 2.11.
Let pΘ :“ ph ˝ Θ and put QpθpEq :“ `P‚pEq ˝ p´1h ˘ ppθq for any pθ ą 0 and E P Σ. Since
ph “ idΥ , we get pΘ “ Θ and Qpθ “ Pθ for any pθ “ θ P Υ .
Assume, if possible, that N is a Markov process. It then follows by Theorem 2.11
that N is a MPPp pΘq or equivalently that pQpθqWn “ Expppθq for any n P N and W is
Qpθ-independent for P pΘ-a.a. pθ ą 0 (see [4], Proposition 4.5). Moreover, since PθpEq “
QpθpEq for all E P Σ, we deduce that
Parphpθq, 1q “ pPθqWn “ pQpθqWn “ Exppθq,
a contradiction.
It follows an example to show that the part of Huang’s Assumption p˚q concerning the
boundedness of F 1ry by a constant C ą 0 is not necessary.
Example 3.3 LetG, µ and h be as in Example 3.2 (a). SinceN is an eMRPpExpphpΘqqq,
it follows by Lemma 2.10 that it is a MRPpExpp rΘqq. The latter together with [6], The-
orem 4.9, yields that N is a MRPptQrθu, P rΘq.
According to Example 3.2 (a), N and tPθuθPΥ satisfy all assumptions of Theorem 2.11;
hence its conclusions. In particular N is a MPPp pΘq; hence a MPPp rΘq, because ph “ h.
Assume that N is a MPPptQrθu, P rΘq. Then for P rΘ-a.a. rθ ą b we have that pQrθqWn “
Expprθq. But since Since N is a MRPpExpp rΘqq, it follows by [4], Lemma 4.1, that
W is Qrθ-independent for P rΘ-a.a. rθ ą b; henceN is a Qrθ-PPprθq (cf. e.g. [8], Theorem
2.3.4), implying that N has the Qrθ-Markov property (cf. e.g. [8], Corollary 3.1.2),
equivalently N has the P -Markov property, see Corollary 2.12.
For the inverse implication of Theorem 3 from [3], assume that N has the P -Markov
property. It the follows from Theorem 2.11 that N is a MPPp rΘq; implying together
with Proposition 2.2 that N is a MPPptQrθu, P rΘq. As a consequence, we get that the
conclusions of [3], Theorem 3 hold true.
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But since for any rθ ą b and n P N we have pQrθqWn “ Expprθq, it follows that there
does not exist any positive constant C with F 1rθptq ă C for all t ą 0 and rθ ą b.
Thus the part of Assumption p˚q concerning the boundedness of F 1ry by a constant
C ą 0 is not necessary. In particular, in the case of the above example Huang’s
Theorem cannot be applied.
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